Losing a point playing tennis may result from poor shot selection or poor stroke execution. To 2 explore how the brain responds to these different types of errors, we examined EEG 3 signatures of feedback-related processing while participants performed a simple decision-4 making task. In Experiment 1, we used a task in which unrewarded outcomes were framed as 5 selection errors, similar to how feedback information is treated in most studies. Consistent 6 with previous work, EEG differences between rewarded and unrewarded trials in the medial 7 frontal negativity (MFN) correlated with behavioral adjustment. In Experiment 2, the task 8 was modified such that unrewarded outcomes could arise from either poor execution or 9 selection. For selection errors, the results replicated that observed in Experiment 1. However, 10 unrewarded outcomes attributed to poor execution produced larger amplitude MFN, 11 alongside an attenuation in activity preceding this component and a subsequent enhanced 12 error positivity (Pe) response in posterior sites. In terms of behavioral correlates, only the 13 degree of the early attenuation and amplitude of the Pe correlated with behavioral adjustment 14 following execution errors relative to reward; the amplitude of the MFN did not correlate with 15 behavioral changes related to execution errors. These results indicate the existence of distinct 16 neural correlates of selection and execution error processing and are consistent with the 17 hypothesis that execution errors can modulate action selection evaluation. More generally, 18 they provide insight into how the brain responds to different classes of error that determine 19 future action. 20
Abstract 1
Losing a point playing tennis may result from poor shot selection or poor stroke execution. To 2 explore how the brain responds to these different types of errors, we examined EEG 3 signatures of feedback-related processing while participants performed a simple decision-4 making task. In Experiment 1, we used a task in which unrewarded outcomes were framed as 5 selection errors, similar to how feedback information is treated in most studies. Consistent 6 with previous work, EEG differences between rewarded and unrewarded trials in the medial 7 frontal negativity (MFN) correlated with behavioral adjustment. In Experiment 2, the task 8 was modified such that unrewarded outcomes could arise from either poor execution or 9 selection. For selection errors, the results replicated that observed in Experiment 1. However, 10 unrewarded outcomes attributed to poor execution produced larger amplitude MFN, 11 alongside an attenuation in activity preceding this component and a subsequent enhanced 12 error positivity (Pe) response in posterior sites. In terms of behavioral correlates, only the 13 degree of the early attenuation and amplitude of the Pe correlated with behavioral adjustment 14 following execution errors relative to reward; the amplitude of the MFN did not correlate with 15 behavioral changes related to execution errors. These results indicate the existence of distinct 16 neural correlates of selection and execution error processing and are consistent with the 17 hypothesis that execution errors can modulate action selection evaluation. More generally, 18 they provide insight into how the brain responds to different classes of error that determine 19 future action. 20 Significance Statement 21 To learn from mistakes, we must resolve whether decisions that fail to produce rewards are 22 due to poorly selected action plans or badly executed movements. EEG data were obtained to 23 identify and compare the physiological correlates of selection and execution errors, and how 24 these are related to behavioral changes. A neural signature associated with reinforcement 25 learning, a medial frontal negative (MFN) ERP deflection, correlated with behavioral 26 adjustment after selection errors relative to reward outcomes, but not motor execution 27 errors. In contrast, activity preceding and following the MFN response correlated with 28 Introduction 31 When an action fails to produce the desired goal, there is a "credit assignment" problem to 32 resolve: Did the lack of reward occur because the wrong course of action was selected, or was 33 it because the selected action was poorly executed? Consider a tennis player who, mid-game, 34 must determine whether losing the last point was the result of selecting the wrong action or 35 executing the action poorly. The player might have attempted a lob rather than the required 36 passing shot, an error in action selection. Alternatively, a lob might have been appropriate but 37 hit with insufficient force, an error in motor execution. 38
Reinforcement learning presents a framework for understanding adaptive behavior 39 through trial and error interactions with the environment. According to numerous models 40 (e.g. Sutton and Barto, 1998) , the discrepancy between expected and actual outcomes, the 41 reward prediction error, provides a learning signal that allows an agent to refine its 42 predictions and update its action selection policy. But what happens when, as with our tennis 43 player, a negative prediction error could arise from either poor action selection or poor 44 response execution? 45
To address this, McDougle et al. (2016) used a "bandit" task in which participants 46 chose between two stimuli to maximize reward. In one condition, choices were made using a 47 standard button-press method, limiting the possibility that the negative prediction error on 48 unrewarded trials could be the product of poor execution. In a second condition, choices were 49 made by reaching to the desired bandit. Here, unrewarded trials were attributed to movement 50 execution errors. In the latter condition, participants strongly discounted the negative 51 prediction errors on unrewarded trials relative to the former condition. The authors 52 hypothesized that errors credited to the motor execution system block value updating in the 53 action selection system. Consistent with this, McDougle et al. (2019) have subsequently 54 shown that reward prediction error coding in the human striatum is attenuated following 55 execution versus selection errors. Differences between responses to selection and execution 56 errors have been attributed to a greater sense of "agency" in the latter, with participants' 57 choice biases indicating a belief that they can reduce execution errors by making more 58 accurate movements (Parvin et al., 2018) . 59
To further explore the idea that these errors produce qualitatively distinct behavioral 60 and neural responses, we used scalp-recorded EEG to measure event-related potentials 61 (ERPs) related to both outcomes. One well-studied outcome monitoring signal is a medial 62 frontal negativity (MFN) shift observed after the commission of an error (error-related 63 negativity [ERN] ; Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring et al., 1993) or post-decision feedback 64 (Feeedback-related Nefgativity [FRN] ; Gehring and Willoughby, 2002) . It has been 65 hypothesized that amplitude variation in the MFN is the manifestation of phasic activity 66 modulation in mesencephalic dopamine neurons following unexpected outcomes (Holroyd 67 and Coles, 2002) . If we assume this activity is related to reinforcement learning (Cohen and 68 Ranganath, 2007) , then we would expect the MFN might be a neural correlate of the 69 differential response of the brain to execution and selection errors in the service of decision-70 making. 71
In Experiment 1, we used a standard bandit task with minimal sensorimotor demands 72 to establish a relationship between the MFN and behavioral adjustments following 73 unrewarded trials, outcomes that would be attributed to selection errors. In Experiment 2, we 74 used a modified bandit task where choices were selected via rapid arm movements. 75
Unrewarded trials were either framed as errors in choosing the wrong bandit or the result of 76 an inaccurate movement. In line with models of reinforcement learning, we expected the MFN 77 to be larger on unrewarded trials compared to rewarded trial, but that this MFN response 78 would be attenuated following execution errors. We further expected the magnitude of the 79 MFN response to correlate with behavioral change. Specifically, we predicted that participants 80 who exhibited larger MFN would be more likely to switch between the different options. 81
Notably, we expected this brain-behavior relationship would hold for selection errors, but not 82 for execution errors. The purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine the relationship between outcome-locked ERPs 87 and behavioral adjustment following non-rewards errors in a choice decision task where 88 outcomes were framed as selection errors and precluded the possibility of non-rewards 89 arising from errors of execution. To this end, we pooled the data from two studies that used a 90 "classic" two-armed bandit task in which the choices were made by simple button presses. 91
The data from one study have been published (n=27, Mushtaq et al., 2016) In Experiment 2, 32 right-handed participants (EHI > 40) were tested on a novel 97 sensorimotor variant of a three-arm bandit reinforcement learning task. Two participants 98 were excluded due to excessive EEG artifacts, and a technical error during data collection 99 rendered one participant's dataset unusable. All analyses were performed on the resulting 100 Experiment 2 employed a three-armed bandit reaching task (Figure 1 C & D) in which we also 138 included outcomes where non-rewards could be the product of poorly executed actions 139 (McDougle et al., 2019) . Following EEG set-up, the participant was seated in a chair 140 approximately 50 cm away from a 24" ASUS monitor (53.2 X 30 cm [2560 x 1600 pixels], 100 141
Hz refresh rate). The participant was instructed to make their choices by executing a reaching 142 movement by sliding their right arm on a graphics tablet (49.3 X 32.7 cm, Intuos 4XL; Wacom, 143 Vancouver, WA) while holding a digitizing pen encased inside in a customized air hockey 144 paddle. The tablet was placed below the monitor on the table and between an opaque 145 platform that occluded the hand. The task comprised 400 trials with opportunity for self-146 paced breaks between trials. Trials in which the movement duration exceeded 1000 ms 147 resulted in a "Too Slow" error message and were repeated. 148
To initiate each trial, the participant moved their arm to position a white cursor 149 (diameter of 0.5 cm) inside the home position, indicated by a solid white circle at the center of 150 the screen. After maintaining this position for 400 ms, the start circle turned green and three 151 bandits appeared on the screen (positioned 8 cm radial distance from the center at 90°, 210° 152 and 330° degrees relative to the origin). The bandits were colored light blue, dark blue, or 153 purple and the color-position mappings were maintained for the entire experiment 154 (randomized across participants). 155
Following the appearance of the bandits, participants had 1 second to make a rapid 156 straight-line "shooting" movement through one of the bandits. Upon movement initiation, the 157 cursor indicating hand position disappeared and did not reappear until feedback 158 presentation. Participants were informed that there were three possible outcomes for each 159 trial: If the movement was accurate (hand passed through the bandit) the cursor was 160 displayed within the spatial boundary of the bandit. On these trials, there were two possible 161 outcomes: (1) The bandit could turn green, indicating they would receive a reward for the 162 trial (reward outcome), or (2) the bandit would turn red, indicating that, while the movement 163 was accurate, no reward would be given on that trial (selection error). If the movement 164 missed the bandit, a cursor would appear indicating the position when the hand was at the 165 radial distance of the bandits, and thus indicate if the execution error was clockwise or 166 counterclockwise relative to the target. The bandit would turn yellow, further signaling an 167 execution error. 168
Following McDougle et al.(2019) , each bandit had its own fixed probabilities for the 169 three trial outcomes. All bandits had a 40% reward outcome, and thus, the expected value for 170 the three bandits were identical. However, the frequency of selection error and execution 171 error trials varied. For one bandit, 50% of the trials resulted in execution errors and 10% 172 resulted in selection errors. We refer to this as the "High Execution/Low Selection Error" 173 bandit. A second bandit resulted in execution errors on 10% of trials and 50% resulted in 174 selection errors (a "Low Execution/High Selection Error" bandit). A third, "Neutral" bandit 175 produced an equal number (30%) of execution and selection errors. 176
To enforce these probabilities, outcomes were surreptitiously manipulated so that they 177 aligned with predetermined feedback (a randomized sequence for each run) for the selected 178 bandit. On trials in which the actual movement produced the desired outcome (hit or miss the 179 bandit), the cursor was shown at its veridical position. However, if the participant's 180 movement missed the bandit, but the trial outcome was set as either a reward or selection 181 error (i.e., outcomes requiring successful motor execution), the end-point feedback showed 182 the cursor landing inside the bandit, albeit near the side consistent with the actual hand 183 position. Conversely, where a trial was set to be an execution error but the stylus successfully 184 intersected the bandit, the cursor was shifted just outside the bandit, with the side again 185 consistent with the actual hand position (e.g., if the hit was slightly clockwise to the center of 186 the bandit, the cursor appeared outside the spatial boundary of the bandit on the clockwise 187 side). For trials in which a change in feedback was required, the cursor position was shifted by 188 randomly sampling from a normal distribution (± 6.24°, equivalent to .5 cm with an 8 cm 189 reach) until a new cursor position was chosen that landed inside the bandit (for false hits) or 190 outside the bandit (false misses). 191
We included three further constraints to minimize the likelihood that participants 192 would recognize that the outcomes were not always directly reflective of their movements: (i) 193 No online movement feedback was available; (ii) end-point feedback was presented 1 second 194 after the stylus had passed the bandit location (this also helped reduce the impact of motor 195 artefacts contaminating the ERP); and (iii) if the actual reaching angle was greater than 10° 196 from the closest bandit on any trial (irrespective of the set outcome), no outcome was shown, 197 the experiment software instructed participants to "Please Reach Closer to the Bandit," and 198 the trial was repeated. 199
To increase motivation, participants were told that at the end of the experiment the 200 software would randomly select five trials, and based on the outcomes from these trials, a 201 cash bonus between £1-5 would be provided. As such, the goal was to accumulate as many 202 reward trials as possible. In actuality, all participants received a fixed payment of £10 for 203 taking part in the experiment. 204
The experimental task was programmed using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 205 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007) The pooled EEG data available for re-analysis had been acquired with a 128-channel net 222 connected to a high-input amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR) at a rate of 500 Hz 223 (0.01-200 Hz bandwidth), and an impedance ≤ 20 kΩ for frontocentral electrodes. The pre-224 processing routine for this pooled dataset has been reported previously (Mushtaq et al., 225 2016) . These data had been recorded using a Cz reference online and digitally converted to an 226 average mastoids reference offline. Following inspection of raw data, bad channels were 227 replaced using a spherical spline interpolation method implemented in BESA 5.1 (MEGIS 228 Software GmbH, Gräfelfing, Germany). The data were filtered offline (0.1-30 Hz bandwidth) 229 and segmented into epochs of 0-1000 ms, time-locked to the onset of feedback presentation 230 (with an additional 200 ms pre-feedback baseline). Eye movement artifacts were corrected 231 using a multiple source analysis method (Berg and Scherg, 1994, Ille et al., 2002) as 232 implemented in BESA 5.1 ("surrogate method"). For each channel, epochs with a difference 233 between the maximum and minimum amplitude > 120 μV or a maximum difference between 234 two adjacent points > 75 μV were rejected (after eye movement artifact correction). All 235 participants included in the analysis had a minimum of 16 artifact-free trials in each 236 condition. The waveforms were baseline corrected using a 200 ms time window pre-feedback 237 onset. 238 239 Experiment 2 240 Whilst Experiment 1 involved the analysis of previously acquired data, Experiment 2 required 241 the collection of a new data set, one in which the choices were made by arm movements to the 242 selected bandit, opening up the possibility that non-rewards could arise from execution error 243 in addition to selection error. For this experiment, EEG data were recorded continuously from 244 64 scalp locations at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz using a BioSemi Active-Two amplifier 245 (BioSemi, Amsterdam). Four electrooculograms (EOG) -above and below the left eye, and at 246 the outer canthi of each eye -were recorded to monitor eye movements. Two additional 247 electrodes were placed at left and right mastoids. The CMS and DRL active electrodes placed 248 close to the Cz electrode of the international 10-20 system served as reference and ground 249 electrodes, respectively. EEG pre-processing was performed using the EEGLAB (Delorme and 250 Makeig, 2004) and Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) toolboxes, combined with in-house 251 procedures running using Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts). 252
All data were first re-referenced offline to the average of all channels, and 253 downsampled from 1024 Hz to 256 Hz. The continuous time series data were filtered using a 254 high-pass filter with a cut-off at 0.1 Hz (Kaiser windowed-sinc FIR filter, beta = 5.653, 255 transition bandwidth = .2 Hz, order = 4638) and a low-pass filter with a cut-off at 30 Hz 256 (Kaiser windowed-sinc FIR, beta = 5.653, transition bandwidth = 10 Hz, order = 126). A 257 second filtering of the data was performed for subsequent independent component analysis 258 using a high-pass filter cut-off at 1 Hz (Kaiser windowed-sinc FIR filter, beta = 5.653, 259 transition bandwidth = 2 Hz, order = 4666). ICA typically attains better decompositions on 260 data with a 1 Hz high-pass filter (Winkler et al., 2015) . The data were segmented into epochs 261 beginning 1s before and lasting 1s after the onset of feedback. 262
Infomax ICA, as implemented in the EEGLAB toolbox, was run on the 1 Hz high-pass-263 filter epoched data, and the resulting component weights were copied to the .1 Hz high-pass-264 filter epoched data. All subsequent steps were conducted on the .1 Hz high-pass-filtered data. 265
Potentially artefactual components were selected automatically using SASICA (Chaumon et al., 266 2015) , based on low autocorrelation, high channel specificity, and high correlation with the 267 vertical and horizontal eye channels. The selections were visually inspected for verification 268 purposes and adjusted when necessary. After removal of artefactual components, the Fully 269 Automated Statistical Thresholding for EEG Artefact Rejection plugin for EEGLAB (Nolan et al., 270 2010) was used for general artefact rejection and interpolation of globally and locally artefact 271 contaminated channels, supplemented by visual inspection for further periods of non-272 standard data, such as voltage jumps, blinks, and muscle noise. 273
There was an unequal number of trials per outcome type given that the outcome 274 probabilities differed between the three bandits. From all artifact-free epochs (93.5% of the 275 total sample) more reward trials (µ = 150, ±9) were available for analysis relative to execution 276 error trials (µ = 114, ±12; p < .001) and selection error trials (µ = 110, ±11; p < .001). To 277 increase the reliability of our conclusions by addressing potential problems of distribution 278 abnormalities and outliers, grand average waveforms were constructed for each individual by 279 taking the bootstrapped (n = 1,000) means from the EEG time series epochs. In practice, there 280 was little difference in this bootstrapped analysis and the grand averages constructed from 281 the raw data. The waveforms were baseline corrected using a 200 ms time window pre-282 feedback onset. 283
284

ERP Quantification 285
Given that we had specific hypotheses, we did not perform a spatiotemporal mass 286 univariate analysis for all electrodes and time points across the scalp (c.f. Groppe et al., 2011). 287 Instead, the parameters were constrained by focusing on two locations. First, given that 288 meta-analyses (Walsh and Anderson, 2012; Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) have shown the 289 feedback-locked MFN effect to be maximal over the frontocentral region of the scalp, we 290 averaged activity across electrodes e6, e7 and e106 in Experiment 1 and electrodes FC1, FCz, 291 and FC2 in Experiment 2. Second, given that the feedback-P3 (specifically, the P3b sub-292 component) is commonly present in feedback-locked ERPs and typically maximal over 293 parietal electrodes (Polich, 2007) , we averaged over electrodes e62, e61 and e78 in 294 Experiment 1, and P1, Pz, and P2 in Experiment 2. We opted to average across electrodes to 295 improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the ERP measures (Oken and Chiappa, 1986) . We also 296 performed the analyses on the individual electrodes for comparison to ensure that our results 297 were not biased by the specific configurations of electrodes in the cluster. The patterns of 298 results for clustered and individual electrode analysis were essentially indistinguishable; thus, 299 only the averaged electrode data are reported here. 300
Distinguishing between the outcome-locked MFN and components that precede (P2) 301 or follow (a large P3 component comprising a frontal P3a and parietal P3b) the MFN is a 302 challenge due to spatial and temporal overlap (Glazer et al., 2018) . Difference waveforms are 303 useful in such situations (Kappenman and Luck, 2017) and indeed, the majority of research on 304 the MFN has typically computed "reward prediction error" (RPE) waveforms, derived by 305 subtracting error/loss trials from reward trials (Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) . Here, we create 306 an equivalent "Selection Prediction Error" difference waveform, subtracting the average 307 activity associated with Selection Error trials from the average activity related to all Reward 308 trials. These difference waveforms were subjected to a series of one-sample t tests to identify 309 where this signal was different to zero. 310
In Experiment 2, pairwise comparisons were also visualized through difference 311 waveforms: In addition to the "Selection Prediction Error" difference waveform described 312 above, we also computed an "Execution Prediction Error" waveform by subtracting the 313 average activity associated with Execution Error trials from the average activity associated 314 with Reward trials. We directly contrasted Execution and Selection Error ERPs by subtracting 315 the Execution Error waveform from the Selection Error waveform to create an "Error 316
Sensitivity" difference waveform. Outcome trials were subjected to a one-way ANOVA and 317
where main effects emerged, one-sample t tests were conducted to identify where the 318 difference waveforms were significantly different to zero. 319
To reduce the number of false positives (Luck and Gaspelin, 2017) , the ERP data were 320 downsampled to 250 Hz and we only analyzed activity between 150 and 500 ms (spanning 321 the P2, MFN and P3 ERPs). For each analysis, p values were corrected by applying a false 322 discovery rate (FDR) control algorithm (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Lage-Castellanos et 323 al., 2010) . The Benjamin-Hochberg correction approach was adopted as previous studies have 324
shown it to reliably control the FDR when data are correlated, even when the number of 325 comparisons are relatively small (Hemmelmann et al., 2005) . This method is also ideally 326 suited for the exploration of focally distributed effects (Groppe et al., 2011) .
It is not possible to identify whether increases or decreases in the parent waveforms 328 drive amplitude changes in the observed difference waveform. To aid the interpretation of the 329 difference waveforms, we also visualized the grand averaged ERPs related to each outcome. 330
For each significant effect, we show the average amplitude for individual conditions in the 331 frontal and parietal clusters. 332
Differences between relevant conditions at each electrode site are visualized through 333 topographical maps to support interpretation of underlying components: Predicated on 334 previous research (Walsh and Anderson, 2012) , we anticipated that the MFN should show a 335 frontocentral topography and, following an early frontocentral peak, there would be a 336 subsequent posterior maximum corresponding to the P3b (Holroyd and Krigolson, 2007) . 337
Brain-Behavior Relationships 338
A key question in this study is whether the electrophysiological signatures of outcome 339 processing is predictive of the participants' choice behavior (reviewed in San Martín, 2012) . 340
Based on a reinforcement learning account of the MFN (Holroyd and Coles, 2002) , we would 341 expect the amplitude of the MFN to correlate with the degree of behavioral adjustment: Large 342 differences in the MFN should be more likely to lead to changes in choice behavior compared 343 to small differences in the MFN. 344
To establish a firm grounding for studying the relationship between error type and 345 reinforcement learning processes indexed by the MFN, we used the pooled data from the 346 classic bandit task (no execution errors) in Experiment 1 to explore brain-behavior 347 correlations. At each time-point, the relationship between the amplitude of the "Selection 348 Prediction Error" waveform and subsequent choice adjustment was examined. The behavioral 349 adjustment score, or switch bias rate, was operationalized as the ratio of the percentage of 350 trials that the participant switched following an error to the percentage of switching following 351 a reward. Results derived from this analysis were used to inform the approach in Experiment 352 2, where we took statistically significant clusters of activity and examined whether the 353 average activity in these clusters correlated with behavioral responses to the two error types. 354
Statistical Analysis 355
For reporting purposes, time points are rounded to the nearest millisecond, amplitude 356 (in microvolts; μV) to two decimal places and p values to three decimal places. The range for 357 the scalp maps was time-interval specific and determined by the 1st and 99th percentile 358 values across all electrodes. Spearman's rho (rs) was used to examine correlations between 359 amplitude and behavior. For correlations between behavior and neural activity, we extracted 360 peak and mean amplitudes, report both results and visualize the strongest correlations. 361
Where appropriate, pairs of correlations were directly compared with Hittner, May, and 362 Silver's (2003) modification of Dunn and Clark's (1969) approach using a back-transformed 363 average Fisher's Z procedure, as implemented in the R package Cocor v. 1.1-3 (Diedenhofen 364 and Musch, 2015) . The statistical significance threshold was set at p < .05. For one-way 365
ANOVAs, we report generalized eta squared (ηG2) as a measure of effect size. This measure 366 was selected over eta squared and partial eta squared because it provides comparability 367 across between-and within-subjects designs (Olejnik and Algina, 2003; Bakeman, 2005) ; we 368 considered ηG2 = 0.02 to be small, ηG2 =0.13 medium and ηG2 = 0.26 to be a large effect size. All 369 statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team, 2015).
Results
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we performed new analyses on archival EEG data, pooling together data sets from one published study (Mushtaq et al., 2016) and one unpublished study. The procedure was the same in both, with participants indicating their choice between two options by making a button press, followed by feedback indicating the success or failure of that choice.
The feedback associated was based on a random reward schedule (50/50 outcomes), and thus no optimal response strategy existed. Exploratory analysis of the independent datasets showed qualitatively similar relationships and thus, for purposes of statistical power, we report only pooled analysis.
In terms of behavior, the switch rate following an unrewarded outcome was not different than following a reward (Figure 2 A; t(47)= 0.12, p = .898). Despite showing similar behavioral effects, the neural signals were dependent on the outcome type. The grand averaged ERP signal showed a negative medial frontal deflection (MFN) that peaked at approximately 270 ms, and, importantly, was larger following feedback indicating no reward compared to when the feedback indicated reward (Figure 2 The time windows over which the ERPs to the two types of feedback were statistically different are much longer than the expected temporal duration of the MFN (~100 ms); for example, a recent meta-analysis reported that the FRN generally lasts between 228 -334 ms post-feedback (Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) . The extended period observed here may reflect overlap with a difference in the P3 for the two outcomes. Although the P3 is most dominant in parietal sites (i.e., a sub-component, or P3b, observed ~300-500 ms post-feedback), there is also a component visible in frontocentral regions (referred to as the P3a). The temporal proximity of this large positive deflection can contaminate the preceding signal (Krigolson, 2017) . Observation of the scalp topographies confirmed this MFN-P3 transition and overlap:
The temporal evolution of amplitude differences (visualized in steps of 50 ms from 250 ms post-feedback in Having identified when and where the ERP signal for rewards and selection errors could be reliably differentiated, we next asked whether individual differences in behavioral adjustment was reflected in the neural responses to these outcomes. This variation was examined by calculating the difference between the percentage of trials for which participants switched bandits following selection errors relative to the percentage of trials for which participants switched following reward. As such, this behavioral adjustment score, or 'switch rate bias', is bounded between -1 to +1. There were no group level differences between switch rates following selection errors relative to rewarded trials (M = 0.002, SD=0.14), but the switch rate bias scores were quite variable, ranging from -0.36 to +0.28 (Figure 2a , right bar). Positive values indicated they switched more often following errors relative to rewards, and negative values indicated participants switched more often following a reward relative to an error.
We asked whether, despite the absence of group level differences, individual variations in this switch rate bias may be linked to the difference in MFN amplitude following rewarded and selection error trials. We predicted that participants with a higher tendency to switch following errors would show larger differences in the Selection Prediction Error waveform.
Specifically, we expected that these differences would be reflected in a time-interval corresponding to the MFN, with larger negative deflections following errors correlated with an increased tendency to switch choices (i.e., a positive Switch Rate Bias score) and thus show a negative correlation. To test this, the difference waveform amplitude at each time-point was correlated with the Switch Rate Bias. In the frontocentral cluster, the Selection Prediction Error difference waveform correlated with behavioral sensitivity to error between 208 and 310 ms (Figure 3 D) . That is, greater negativity in response to no reward relative to reward, was associated with an increased bias to switch following errors. Parietal activity showed a qualitatively similar pattern, but the effect did not reach significance (Figure 3 E) . The scalp maps corroborated this observation, with negative correlations present at most sites, but maximal in frontocentral regions. Interestingly, the ERP-behavior correlations did not persist in the P3 time-range, consistent with the claim that the earliest portion of the difference waveform captures RPE-related processes (Sambrook and Goslin, 2015) .
To directly compare the correlations for the MFN and P3a, and recapitulate the correlations in a more traditional fashion, the statistically significant cluster of differences between reward and selection error was parsed into two time windows for the MFN and P3a based on the onset of the statistical significant cluster and visual inspection of the waveform:
The mean average of the activity in the time-interval from 262 to 310 ms was used to define the MFN, and the mean average of the remainder of the activity was defined as P3a (Figure 4 A). Correlations were then computed between behavior and the mean and peak amplitude of each ERP component. We observed the same pattern of results using this more traditional approach. There was a negative correlation in the MFN time window: Participants with larger MFN amplitudes were also more likely to switch following non-rewards (mean: r = -.46, p < .001; peak: -.38, p = .008) (Figure 4 B) . However, there no reliable correlation for the P3a window (Figure 4 C; r = -.10, p = .482) and these two correlations were significantly different (z = 3.39, p < .001). We again note that these point-estimate results simply re-capitulate the time-based correlations in Figure 3 . Figure 3D (inset scalp maps show the topographical distribution of mean amplitude differences in these clusters). Error bars represent ±1 SEM. Correlations between these differences and the risk bias score reveal that greater negativity in the difference waveform was associated with increased behavioral adjustment following error at a time interval corresponding to the MFN (B), but not the P3a (C). The inset scalp maps show the magnitude of the correlations across electrode sites.
Taken together, the correlation analyses show a relationship between choice biases and MFN point estimates, but with this relationship restricted to a particular time window and limited to the frontocentral cluster. We use this observation as a basis for examining the impact of execution errors on reinforcement learning in Experiment 2.
Experiment 2: Behavioral Responses
Experiment 2 introduced the possibility that unrewarded actions might arise from a failure in movement execution rather than an error in action selection. To this end, we employed a 3arm bandit task, with each bandit having the same probability of a rewarded outcome, but different ratios of execution and selection errors. We examined participants' choice biases between these three bandits and whether selection and execution errors would elicit different patterns of behavioral adjustment.
A one-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference in selection preference (F [2, 56] = 8.27, p < .001, η2g = .228), with participants exhibiting a preference for the High Execution/Low Selection Error bandit. Overall, this bandit was chosen on 39.49% (±9.38) of the trials, which was significantly greater than the Low Execution/High Selection error bandit (29.01%; ±6.89%, p < .001) and Neutral bandit (31.50%; ±8.64%, p = .046), with no difference for the latter two (p = .877). Consistent with previous work, when expected value is equal, participants prefer choices in which unrewarded trials are attributed to errors in movement execution rather than errors in action selection (Wu et al., 2009; Green et al., 2010; McDougle et al., 2016; Parvin et al., 2018; McDougle et al., 2019) .
As in Experiment 1, we examined the effect of the different outcomes on the next choice, asking how they influenced switching behavior (Figure 5 A) . Participants exhibited high switching rates overall (53.71%; ±24.1), but the rate differed according to outcome type (F [2, 56] = 10.23, p < .001, η2g = .11). Switching was highest following selection errors (66.29%; ±27.85) and markedly lower following execution errors (41.87%, ±25.50%, p < .001). This difference is consistent with the hypothesis that motor errors attenuate value updating, perhaps because participants believe they have more control to correct for execution errors (Parvin et al., 2018) .
Interestingly, switching rates following rewarded trials fell between the other two outcome types (55.12%, ±32.13%). This value was not significantly different that than observed following selection errors (p = .227) or execution errors, although the latter approached significance (p = .062, following Bonferroni correction). The fact that many participants (18 of 29) were so prone to switch after a rewarded outcome and even more so (numerically) than after an execution error was unexpected. This high switching rates would suggest a bias towards exploratory behavior in this task (Gittins, 1979) , something that might be promoted by the relatively low reward rates and/or highly probabilistic nature of the outcomes (Daw et al., 2006; . This bias might have been offset when a movement failed to reveal information about a chosen bandit. Notably, there were very large individual differences in the treatment of the outcomes: Switch rates ranged from 3% to 98% following rewards, 7%-99% following selection errors and 4%-81% following execution errors.
Experiment 2: ERP Responses
Our primary aim was to examine whether selection and execution errors could be reliably distinguished in outcome-locked ERPs. To start, we ran an exploratory 3 (Bandit Type) X 3 (Outcome) ANOVA at each time point for the frontocentral and parietal clusters. The main effect of Bandit Type was not significant (corrected p values => .702) and there was no Bandit Type X Outcome interaction (corrected p values => .671). Thus, we collapsed across the three bandits in our primary analyses of the three outcomes, allowing us to avoid increasing the family-wise error rate.
The grand averaged ERPs related to each outcome are shown in Figure 5 B & C. F tests revealed two significant clusters in the frontocentral region between 156 -180 ms and 210-336 ms, and three clusters in the parietal region (176-196 ms; 218-239 ms; and 355-438 ms) .
Descriptively, the first cluster in the frontocentral region was driven by a delay in the onset of an initial P200-like signal following an execution error, and the second cluster incorporated MFN deflections following selection and execution errors, along with subsequent positive P3a deflections. The early two clusters in the parietal region (Figure 5 C) reflect shifts in the latency and amplitude of the execution error ERP, with the third cluster driven by the attenuation of the P3b response following selection errors. Figure 6a depicts the Selection Prediction Error difference waveform from the frontocentral cluster, which closely resembled the results observed in Experiment 1. This waveform was significantly different from 0 between 242-336 ms (one-sample t-tests). An examination of the scalp topography of the first (242-289 ms) and second half of this window (289-336 ms) indicated a clear frontocentral maximum in the early phase, followed by a shift towards centroparietal maximum in the later part of the window (Figure 6B) , replicating Experiment 1. The magnitude and temporal duration of the P3a was not as pronounced as in the first study, an effect that may be related to the substantial methodological differences between the two experiments (e.g., feedback format, presence or absence of magnitude information).
We also replicated the pattern observed in Experiment 1 (see Figure 4 B) for the relationship between neural activity and behavior. Specifically, amplitude (mean: rs = -.43, p = .021; peak : r = -0.36, p = .052; Figure 6 C) from the early part of the cluster negatively correlated with behavioral adjustment: The larger the difference waveform (i.e., greater negative deflection for selection errors relative to rewards), the greater the bias for the participant to switch in their choice following a selection error outcome relative to a reward outcome. We note that one participant had a switch rate score of -0.87, which was 2.97 standard deviations away from the mean. Re-running the analysis without this participant showed a weaker relationship, but the pattern remained (mean rs = -.39, p = .042; peak rs = -.34, p = .074).
The topographical map (Figure 6 C inset) demonstrates that this effect was localized to the frontocentral region. We again found no evidence for such a relationship in the later part of the time window (r = -.11, p = .567; Figure 6 D). The mean MFN and P3a correlations were significantly different from one another (z = 1.96, p = .05), providing further support that the MFN, but not the P3, is a reliable predictor of behavioral changes. Activity in the parietal region also mirrored the results from Experiment 1: While there was a clear posterior distribution, indicating the presence of a feedback related P3, this was not correlated with behavior (r = .11, p = .576).
Execution Prediction Errors
To examine the electrophysiological correlates associated with unrewarded outcomes attributed to motor execution errors, we performed similar analyses, but now focus on the comparison between execution error trials and reward trials (the Execution Prediction Error difference waveform). This comparison revealed two statistically significant clusters-one ranging from 156-180 ms and a second between 207-325 ms (Figure 7 A) .
The first cluster showed an amplitude reduction in response to Execution Errors relative to reward trials. Similar to what we observed for the Selection Prediction Error difference waveform, we expected the second cluster would be contaminated by a P3a signal.
Thus, we followed the same protocol, splitting this cluster into two equal intervals -(i) an early phase marked by the time interval 207-266 ms; and (ii) a later phase for activity between 266-325 ms. There was a clear frontocentral distribution for the early phase, and in the later time window there was a shift towards centroparietal electrodes (Figure 7 B) .
We next examined the relationship between these three epochs (156-180 ms; 207-266 ms; 266-325 ms) and behavioral adjustment (Figure 7 C-E). The peak amplitude difference in the earliest interval (156-180 ms) correlated positively (rs = 0.37, p = .05) with switching rates following an execution error relative to reward. This pattern is opposite to that observed between the amplitude of the MFN and behavioral adjustments following selection prediction errors. Following execution errors, smaller peaks in the 156-180 ms time window were associated with a lower tendency to switch. The mean amplitude showed a similar pattern of results, but was not significant (rs = 0.35, p = .065). An examination of topography revealed this correlation to be maximal in the frontocentral cluster. These correlations suggest that an early attenuation of amplitude in the MFN after execution errors predicts how tolerant a participant is to those outcomes. That is, smaller amplitudes in the processing of Execution Errors early on in the feedback processing stream are associated with a higher tolerance to Execution Errors.
In contrast to the Selection Prediction Error results, the MFN captured in the 207-266 ms time window did not correlate with behavioral adjustment (rs = .07, p = .722). We tested, and confirmed, that this correlation was reliably different to the correlation observed for Selection Prediction Errors in the MFN time interval (z = 2.40 p = .016). In the P3a, we expected and found no relationship this time window (266-325 ms) with behavioral adjustment (rs =-.22, p = .258). (Overbeek et al., 2005; Dhar and Pourtois, 2011) . Interestingly, and unexpected, was the finding that in the later time window, the amplitude of the P3b--often implicated in processing reward magnitude (Yeung and Sanfey, 2004; San Martín, 2012 )--showed no difference in the processing of Execution Errors and Rewards (see 
Error Sensitivity Difference Waveform
As described in the previous two sections, when using a common baseline (rewarded trials), we observed differences in both the ERP results and correlational analysis between unrewarded trials that were attributed to failures in either movement execution or action selection. We performed a direct comparison between these two types of unrewarded outcomes through the "Error Sensitivity" difference waveform.
In the frontocentral cluster there was a significant difference in the range of the MFN (222-250 ms; Figure 8 A & B) . We had anticipated that the amplitude of the MFN would be attenuated to execution errors, assuming a lower response would be reflective of reduced value updating (McDougle et al., 2019) . However, the observed effect was in the opposite direction: Execution Errors elicited a larger MFN deflection, relative to Selection Errors.
Finally, we examined whether the magnitude of this difference correlated with switching biases. We note that although the parent waveforms for this correlation are included in the previous analyses, the EEG activity being correlated with switch bias rate in this analysis is specific to the time range (220-250 ms), the window in which these error outcome signals significantly differed.
In the behavioral data, no participants in our sample showed more switching following a motor execution error relative to a selection error. Some participants treated the unrewarded outcomes equivalently (i.e., no difference in switch rates) whilst others showed higher switch rates following selection errors. Could these differences be linked to the magnitude of the MFN difference in this time window to these two types of unrewarded trials?
There was no relationship between mean amplitude in the 220-250 ms time window and switch bias (r = .23, p = .23). However, the peak negative amplitude revealed a positive correlation with error sensitivity switch bias (r = .41, p = .026; Figure 8 C). Participants who showed smaller behavioral biases also showed smaller MFN differences while individuals with a greater tolerance towards motor execution errors also exhibited larger MFN amplitudes for motor execution errors relative to selection errors. This correlation was maximal in frontocentral sites (Figure 8 C inset) . was not correlated with the behavioral adjustment scores.
Discussion
Adaptive behavior necessitates distinguishing between outcomes that fail to produce an expected reward due to either selection of the wrong action plan or poor motor execution.
Although the majority of neuroscience decision-making research has focused almost exclusively on the former, a number of studies have shown that failed outcomes attributed to sensorimotor errors can markedly alter choice preferences (Green et al., 2010; McDougle et al., 2016; Parvin et al., 2018; McDougle et al., 2019) . It has been postulated that these shifts arise from error signals credited to the sensorimotor system attenuating the operation of reinforcement learning processes (McDougle et al., 2016) . Here, we examined whether a putative ERP signature of reinforcement learning, the medial frontal negativity (MFN), varied in response to selection and motor errors.
Differential Error Processing indexed by the MFN
Consistent with previous work, selection errors elicited a larger MFN relative to reward outcomes (Gehring and Willoughby, 2002; Holroyd and Coles, 2002) . Moreover, the amplitude of the MFN following selection errors was negatively correlated with the participants likelihood of changing their choice behavior (Holroyd & Coles, 2002 , but see San Martín, 2012 . We observed this relationship across two experiments that entailed distinct modes for responding and feedback presentation, along with different analysis pipelines.
Behaviorally, participants showed lower switch rates following execution errors, a pattern consistent with the hypothesis that the reinforcement learning system discounts these errors (McDougle et al., 2016; . Contrary to our prediction that the MFN would be attenuated following execution errors, these errors produced the largest MFNs. However, a striking difference between the Selection and Execution Prediction Error difference waveforms was that the amplitude of the MFN following selection errors was predictive of behavioral biases, whereas this ERP measure following execution errors was not predictive of behavioral biases. These results indicate that these two types of feedback signals, both indicating the absence of a reward, are processed differentially.
While almost all participants were more likely to switch after a selection error compared to an execution error, the differential response to these two error outcomes varied considerably across participants. This behavioral difference was correlated with the physiological response to the two types of feedback: The more similarly participants treated the two outcomes at a behavioral level, the smaller the difference in MFN amplitude in response to these outcomes.
We propose that these findings may be reconciled by considering the potential topdown mechanisms driving execution error processing (Parvin et al., 2018) . A recent study demonstrated that a sense of agency, operationalized through the perceived ability to correct for motor errors, biases choice behavior. Complementary evidence has shown the MFN's sensitivity to agency: Outcomes that can be controlled lead to larger negativities than those that cannot (Sidarus et al., 2017) , with corroborating results showing attenuated MFNs in the absence of actively performed actions .
We reason that if execution errors elicit an increased sense of agency, then this could account for the observed large negativity for these outcomes.
A recent fMRI experiment using a similar 3-arm bandit task to the one employed here, revealed an attenuation of the signal associated with negative reward prediction error in the striatum following execution failures (McDougle et al., 2019) . Our observation of a larger negative deflection for execution error trials in the MFN may appear contrary to these previously reported striatal results. However, the fMRI investigation did show increased ACC activity in response to execution versus selection errors, suggesting that execution errors have their own neural signature. Relatedly, the FRN has been shown to vary in response to reward prediction errors but not sensory prediction errors when comparing signals from reward and visuomotor rotation learning tasks (Palidis et al., 2019) . Together with the fMRI results, the present data pose the possibility that execution error processing may be distinct from dopamine-related reinforcement learning processes.
We propose that the selection prediction error signal observed in these data represents a classic reward prediction error signal (FRN; Miltner et al., 1997; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004) , while the MFN elicited in response to execution prediction error is a manifestation of a delayed error related negativity (ERN) -an endogenous signal usually present ~100 ms following an overt incorrect responses (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring et al., 1993) .
The debate on whether the FRN and ERN share common neural circuitry, reflecting a general error monitoring mechanism is decades old (Zubarev and Parkkonen, 2018) . The ERN-RL theory, which considers the signals equivalent, is based on converging lines of evidence showing that the ACC plays a key role in generating both components (Dehaene et al., 1994; Carter et al., 1998) . However, recent research has shown that, whilst there is considerable overlap, the FRN includes an additional later anterior sub-component related to explicit reward (Potts et al., 2011) . In this way, a general error monitoring system appears to comprise a rapid examination of error commission, followed by, if necessary, an evaluation of the reward.
Outcome Processing Beyond the MFN
We also observed two distinct patterns of activity in time windows preceding and following the MFN. First, smaller amplitude responses were observed following execution errors relative to rewards in frontocentral sites 156-180 ms post-feedback, and the amplitude of this component correlated with switch rates. Second, in posterior sites (218-239 ms), larger amplitude responses were observed following execution errors relative to reward and this difference was also correlated with switch rates. The former may correspond to a system that rapidly evaluates the validity of the implemented choice. The latter is remarkably similar to the error positivity (Pe) signal that follows the ERN, and has been hypothesized to reflect the hierarchical organization of error monitoring and evaluation processing systems (van Veen and Carter, 2002) . Importantly, in a reversal of the MFN pattern, magnitude differences in these early frontal and late parietal signals correlated with behavioral adjustment for Execution Prediction Error, but not for the Selection Prediction Error. This pattern provides further evidence of dissociable neural systems responsible for the processing of non-rewards attributed to execution and selection errors.
Limitations and Future Directions
While we have hypothesized that execution errors might impact choice behavior, either by attenuating the operation of reinforcement learning processes or via an enhanced sense of agency, it is also important to consider alternative hypotheses. In Experiment 2 each bandit had the same expected value, but different frequencies of execution and selection errors. The observed preference for the bandit associated with high execution/low selection error rates may reflect an underlying drive to reduce uncertainty. That is, this bandit has a high level of uncertainty given that the potential reward, or lack thereof, is unknown on trials in which there is an execution error. Repeating that choice may reflect a bias to reduce that uncertainty, assuming the subsequent movement is successfully executed. Future work could disentangle these explanations by, for instance, assigning lower expected value to high execution/low selection error bandits and/or through the presentation of fictive outcomes for motor errors.
Finally, it is not clear if our findings are specific to execution errors, or to any endogenous or exogenous event that results in a unrewarded trial, but one that does not provide information about the reward probability associated with the selected object (Green et al., 2010) . For example, if an unexpected gust of wind blew a tennis lob out-of-bounds, would that be treated as an "execution error"? Or, if after pulling the lever on a slot machine, a power failure in the casino caused the game to terminate without a payoff, would this affect how the choice is judged? A future study could test endogenous execution errors (e.g., reaching error) and exogenous errors (e.g., the task screen goes blank randomly before an outcome is delivered). If similar results are found in both settings, elements of the early activity observed in frontocentral sites may indicate the establishment of a sensory "state", representing that the intended action plan was not properly implemented, irrespective of whether this mismatch was due to endogenous or exogenous factors, even before the prediction error is evaluated. This echoes the sequential ordering in models of temporal difference learning, where first the agent perceives its state, and then computes reward prediction errors relevant to that state (Sutton and Barto, 1998) .
Conclusion
We observed a robust MFN in response to both selection and execution errors, but only the former correlated with behavioral adjustment. Instead, the amplitude of a positive deflection in the ERP, both prior and subsequent to the MFN, correlated with choice behavior following execution errors. These results indicate a need for a more refined interpretation of what the MFN represents, and how it may be shaped by contextual information. More generally, they provide an insight into how the brain discriminates between different classes of error to determine future action.
